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Extras to add to the star quality

Diverse, attractive, individual: the range 
of genuine Mercedes-Benz accessories 
for the S-Class is designed to meet all your
extra needs. Including ones you didn’t
even know you had. 

Intelligent details ensure maximum comfort.
Provide aesthetic highlights. Give your 
S-Class that unmistakable personal style
you feel at home with.

Wherever you may drive.



Holz-Leder-Lenkrad 
Wurzelnuss/Anthrazit 

wird nachgeschossen, montiert 
und auf Stone umgefärbt.
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Steering wheels Selector levers Interior accessoriesAmbience Our individualisation products are designed with one aim in mind.

Making your car’s cockpit feel as if it were made just for you. That’s why the S-Class developers have set 
extraordinary standards in terms of quality, design and functionality. With impressive results: sumptuous leather, 
fine woods and exquisite craftsmanship wherever the eye looks. Feel the exclusivity.
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Wood /leather selector lever

chestnut | java

Wood /leather selector lever

burr walnut | anthracite

Wood /leather selector lever

burr walnut | stone

from left to right

Wood /leather steering wheel

burr walnut | stone

Wood /leather steering wheel

burr walnut | anthracite

Wood /leather steering wheel

chestnut | java

from front to rear

Note:

The wood/leather selector levers and 
wood /leather steering wheels are available 
in various colours to match the interior
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Door sill panel | illuminated |

Ground and polished stainless steel. 
Door sill panels can be ordered 
with blue or white illuminated strips 

Seat covers

Hardwearing, made-to-measure seat covers
in anthracite cini or alpaca grey cini 
protect the seats from dirt and help to prevent
wear | not illustrated |

Multi-purpose rear seat protector

High-quality synthetic leather cover.
Protects the rear bench seat and the 
rear floor area | not illustrated |

Luxury head restraint cover

anthracite, for the 
front head restraints
| not illustrated |

“Zoom” child seat
Available with or without transponder

For children between the ages of 4 and 12.
Zoom is a raised seat which ensures
that the seat belt is in the correct position
for the child. Belt guides at the side
prevent the lap belt from repositioning
itself over the child’s abdomen.

“Isofix Duo” child seat  
Available with transponder

This child seat, with its harness-style 
seat belt, combines optimum seat comfort
with the usual Mercedes-Benz standards 
of safety. For children aged between around
8 months and 4 years or with a body
weight of between 9 kg and approx. 18 kg.
The child seat can also be used in vehicles
without Isofix anchorage points.

Vario bag

Plenty of extra stowage 
space for the really
important things in life

Note:

When a child seat with transponder is fitted to the front
passenger seat, the automatic child seat recognition
function automatically deactivates the front passenger
airbag for your child’s safety

Floor mats

Rep and velour floor mats are available 
in various colours to match the interior
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Holz-Leder-Lenkrad
Wurzelnuss | anthrazit

Holz-Leder-Lenkrad
Kastanie | java

Leder-Lenkrad
oriongrau

von vorne nach hinten
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Infotainment A conference room. A concert hall. A VIP lounge. All on four wheels.

While you sit at the wheel of your S-Class and approach your destination fully relaxed, you are guided 
safely by innovative high-end technology, provided with the highest-quality entertainment and connected 
to the people you want to speak to. The journey becomes an end in itself. And the drive pure enjoyment.

DVD system Electronic accessories Hands-free system
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Mercedes-Benz hands-free system  

With automatic radio mute
when the phone is in use

Note: telephone consoles 
are available in various 
colours to match the interior

DVD player

High-quality, shock-resistant DVD player for installation 
in the glove compartment. Requires optional extras 
COMAND and TV tuner. The optional rear screen can also 
be used with this item. Infra-red remote control supplied.

Stereo headphones

For the DVD system. Volume adjustment and
mute button integrated in the connector cable,
Neodym magnets for dynamic sound quality.

Regional navigation CD-ROM

For the COMAND system. (Available for 
various European countries.) | not illustrated |

CD changer

6-CD changer

QuickParc

Parking aid, integrated in the rear 
bumper, with four ultrasonic sensors 
and acoustic /visual warning system
| not illustrated |
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Transport You want to get things moving. Systematically.

The carrier systems ensure that whatever you need to take on your journey – your ski equipment, surfboard or bicycles, 
for example – will travel from A to B in style. And without any effort on your part, because ease of use is a top priority here.

Carrier systems Boat accessories Bikes
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Alustyle bicycle rack

Suitable for transporting cycles with a frame
diameter of up to 82 mm. The support frame
folds down, reducing wind resistance when 
driving without cycles attached.

6Alustyle tilt-down ski rack

Two ski racks can be fitted per pair of basic
carrier bars (see illustration), each holding
three pairs of skis with sticks. The simple 
and practical tilt-down mechanism makes it
easy to load and unload.

2 Alustyle luggage container

For transporting additional
luggage. Capacity approx. 
400 litres

5Alustyle ski and snowboard rack

For up to two snowboards 
or up to four pairs of skis

4Alustyle surfboard rack

Taking the maximum roof load into account, 
a maximum of two surfboard racks can be
fitted per pair of basic carrier bars. Made from
polyamide with spring steel reinforcements,
providing cushioned support for the surfboards. 

1Alustyle sports and luggage container

For up to four pairs of downhill or six 
pairs of cross-county skis, plus ski sticks
and four pairs of ski boots. Capacity
approx. 280 litres. Can be opened from
both sides. | see illus. on pages 16 /17 |

Alustyle boat rack

Taking the maximum roof load into
account, up to two boat racks can be
attached per pair of basic carrier bars. 

3

Alustyle basic carrier bars

In aluminium, with powder-coated 
diecast aluminium feet. Unladen weight: 5.0 kg 
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Thanks to the CAR.RY system, the new
Mercedes-Benz bikes can be folded 
up in a few simple steps and transported 
in the boot

Bike bag

Well protected in the dirt-repellent nylon bag, the mountain bike 
or street bike can be conveniently stowed in the boot

Full-suspension mountain bike

Excellent ride comfort, thanks to the air
suspension system, Shimano disc brakes,
professional Shimano XT gears and folding
cross-country handlebars 

Full-suspension street bike

High-tech all-round bike with air
suspension, Shimano gears, disc
brakes and state-of-the-art lights

Note: For more detailed information, see 
our separate Mercedes-Benz bikes brochure

Non-slip mat

black | Prevents objects in 
the boot from sliding around

Shallow boot tub

Helps keep the boot clean. Non-slip. 
Suitable for foodstuffs

Luggage nets

black | Luggage nets for the floor and 
the sides of the boot help keep various objects
securely in place and prevent them 
from sliding around when you’re on the move
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Travel Business as usual? 

Mercedes-Benz S-Class drivers expect exceptional accessories, designed to the highest of standards. 
Which is why our development team came up with the BusinessCase. This is more than just another briefcase: 
the BusinessCase also acts as a high-tech safe for your laptop, and an intelligent office assistant. Other elegant
and sophisticated travelling companions also await you in this section. For short trips or long-haul journeys.

BusinessCase Travel accessories
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Suitcases

black | Made from high-quality calfskin. 
Available in various sizes and designs.

For details of other accessories, see the 
“Mercedes-Benz Collection” brochure

Coolbag

Capacity: 14 litres. 
The outside pocket offers 
additional stowage space.

Luggage set

Consists of four bags. Precisely 
tailored to the interior dimensions of

the sports and luggage container

Cleanbag

The ideal way to keep your S-Class clean
when you’re on the move: the small

“Cleanbag” for rubbish is simply attached
to the net in the front passenger 

footwell or to the ruffled pocket on the
back of one of the front seats.

BusinessCase

Your mobile office in suitcase format. With separate laptop 
compartment, theft alarm and 12V socket. 

Laptop not supplied. For further details, see the Mercedes-Benz 
BusinessCase brochure.
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Personality Every car needs wheels – but we offer you more.

Your S-Class has high- tech artefacts which round off the superior driving sensation perfectly.
Our light-alloy wheels, ranging from sporty to elegant, offer maximum individuality and a stunning look.
We’ve redefined the wheel for the S-Class.

Light-alloy wheels
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Alioth | 5-spoke wheel, multi-piece
incenio designer wheel

Wheel size 8.5 J x 18 ET 44
Tyres 245 /45 R18

Albireo | 6-hole wheel, multi-piece
incenio designer wheel

Wheel size 8 J x 18 ET 44
Tyres 245/45 R18

Difda | 5-hole wheel
incenio designer wheel

Wheel size 8 J x 18 ET 44
Tyres 245/45 R18

Almaaz | 15-spoke wheel 
incenio designer wheel

Wheel size 8.5 J x 18 ET 44
Tyres 245/45 R18
| illustrated on page 26 |

Rudmatic-Disc snow chain system

Provides a secure grip in snow. 
A plastic ring prevents 
your wheel from being scratched.

Note:

You will find further attractive 
wheels for your S-Class in our 
light -alloy wheels brochure

Hub cap

Protects the hub from dirt; 
available as a chrome star and 
in the classic design in blue

Mud flaps

Protect the underbody from 
loose chippings. For front and 
rear axle | not illustrated |
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AMG S-Class and AMG. An unbeatable combination.

Sporty elegance redefined. Look on the fine extras shown 
here as a little suggestion as to how perfection can be achieved.

Bodystyling Accessories
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AMG rear silencer

The AMG rear silencer with chromed,
twin exhaust pipes combines good
looks and a discreet, sporty sound

AMG bodystyling

Take the dynamism of the S-Class to the limit. 
Front apron, rear apron and side skirts: AMG bodystyling 
ensures a sporty look, wherever you drive

AMG door sill panel, not illuminated

An exclusive touch in ground 
and polished stainless steel

AMG light-alloy wheel

Style III, multi-piece
Available in sizes
8.5 J x 19 ET 44 (front and rear axle)
9.5 J x 19 ET 46 (rear axle only)

AMG light-alloy wheel

Style III, single-piece
Available in sizes
8.5 J x 18 ET 44 (front and rear axle)
9 J x 18 ET 44 (rear axle only)

AMG light-alloy wheel

Style III, single-piece
Available in sizes
8.5 J x 19 ET 44 (front and rear axle)
9.5 J x 19 ET 46 (rear axle only)

AMG floor mat

With embroidered
AMG lettering

Note:

You will find further AMG products for your 
S-Class in the current AMG accessories brochure

AMG twin-spoke wheel

Style IV, single-piece
Available in sizes
8.5 J x 18 ET 44 (front and rear axle)
9 J x 18 ET 44 (rear axle only)
| illustrated on page 30 |
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A- B C-K L M-Q R-S T-Z

18 Alustyle basic carrier bars B6 684 8334

19 Alustyle boat rack B6 684 8435

19 Alustyle bicycle rack B6 684 8550

33 AMG bodystyling see price list

19 Alustyle luggage container B6 684 8359

19 Alustyle ski and snowboard rack B6 685 1701

18 Alustyle sports and luggage 
container B6 684 8350

18 Alustyle surfboard rack B6 684 8447

20 Bike bag B6 787 9455

21 Bikes see price list

33 Bodystyling, AMG see price list

24 BusinessCase, Left-hand drive B6 781 2241

24 BusinessCase, Right-hand drive B6 781 2242

15 CD changer B6 782 2771

25 Cleanbag B6 781 2376

25 Coolbag B6 681 8712

15 DVD player B6 782 6534

33 Door sill panel, AMG see price list

11 Door sill panel, illuminated see price list

11 Floor mats see price list

33 Floor mat, AMG see price list

21 Full-suspension mountain bike see price list

21 Full-suspension street bike see price list

14 Hands-free system, anthracite, 
Left-hand drive B6 787 6520

14 Hands-free system, anthracite, 
Right-hand drive B6 787 6525

29 Hub cap, e.g. blue B6 647 0120

10 “Isofix Duo” child seat B6 686 8205

Light-alloy wheels:

29 Difda | 5-hole wheel B6 647 0547

29 Albireo | 6-hole wheel, multi-piece B6 647 1451

28 Alioth | 5-spoke wheel, multi-piece B6 647 4100

29 Almaaz | 15-spoke wheel B6 647 4241

33 AMG twin-spoke wheel |
Style IV, single-piece see price list

32 AMG light-alloy wheel |
Style III, single-piece see price list

33 AMG light-alloy wheel |
Style III, multi-piece see price list

33 AMG light-alloy wheel |
Style III, single-piece see price list

21 Luggage nets see price list

25 Luggage set see price list

11 Luxury head restraint cover see price list

14 Mercedes-Benz hands-free system,
anthracite, Left-hand drive B6 787 6520

14 Mercedes-Benz hands-free system,
anthracite, Right-hand drive B6 787 6525

29 Mud flaps see price list

11 Multi-purpose rear seat protector B6 646 9006

21 Non-slip mat B6 768 0027

15 QuickParc see price list

33 Rear silencer, AMG see price list

15 Regional navigation CD-ROM see price list

11 Rep floor mat see price list

29 Rudmatic-Disc snow chain system B6 758 0881

11 Seat covers see price list

9 Selector lever see price list

21 Shallow boot tub B6 664 8204

9 Steering wheel see price list

15 Stereo headphones B6 782 6545

25 Suitcases see price list

18 Tilt-down ski rack B6 684 8438

10 Vario bag, Alcantara B6 642 1664

10 Vario bag, Angel & Driver B6 642 1663

11 Velour floor mat see price list

9 Wood /leather steering wheel see price list

9 Wood /leather selector lever see price list

10 “Zoom” child seat with transponder B6 686 8178

Index



Please note: changes may have been made to the products since this brochure went to press.
Colours may differ slightly from those shown in the brochure, owing to the limitations of the printing process.

Information given regarding statutory regulations, legal requirements and taxation applies to 
the Federal Republic of Germany only. 

Please consult your Mercedes-Benz dealer for final details.
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